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Local Lymph Node Assay
using Flow Cytometric Endpoints
An Alternative to the Radioactive LLNA
Problem: Irritant or Irritating Sensitizer?
The local lymph node assay (LLNA) is an alternative to the guinea pig sensitization test used to
identify and characterize dermal sensitizers. MB Research has optimized procedures and applied
flow cytometric techniques to the EPA and OECD LLNA protocol in order to enhance the basic LLNA
and to increase sensitivity/specificity. The validation of the FC-LLNA is the result of several years of
research and funding by the National Institutes of Health, in which an expanded set of chemicals
(known sensitizers, sensitizing irritants and non-sensitizers) were evaluated using the FC-LLNA to
determine the predicitivity and reproducibility of the assay.
Due to the need for radioactive nucleotides to measure Lymph Node Cell (LNC) proliferation,
special licensing is needed to perform the standard LLNA . In comparison, the FC-LLNA utilizes BrdU
incorporation into the DNA of proliferating LNCs, which is safer and drastically reduces the overall
study costs. In addition, accuracy is enhanced by the ability to perform immunophenotypic and
surface marker (activation) analysis on the isolated lymph node cells.
The additional quantification endpoints of the FC-LLNA have been successfully used by leaders in
chemical and pharmaceutical industries to further characterize test compounds that have proven
difficult to classify as irritants or irritating sensitizers using standard testing methods.
The FC-LLNA is a possible solution to the problem.
For more information, see: WWW.LLNA.COM
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BACKGROUND:
Allergic Contact Dermatitis is a common occupational
health problem. The local lymph node assay is an animalbased toxicology test developed as an alternative to the
transdermal guinea pig sensitization test. This guinea pig
test has been long used as the gold standard assay for the
EPA, FDA, OECD and industry to identify and characterize
substances with immunotoxic properties. The LLNA has
been accepted by ICCVAM as a stand-alone alternative to
the Guinea Pig Maximization Test and the Buehler Assay.
The traditional form of the LLNA employs a single
radioactive endpoint to measure LNC proliferation. While
this assay is effective at detecting potential
irritants/sensitizers, it cannot readily differentiate some
types of irritants and sensitizers.

CBA mouse - Preferred LLNA mouse strain
MB Research Labs has optimized procedures and applied
Proliferation of LNC - BrdU Incorporation
flow cytometric techniques to the EPA and OECD LLNA
protocol in order to enhance the basic LLNA and to
increase sensitivity/specificity. Proliferation is
determined by measurement of total LNC count and BrdU
incorporation into DNA, which eliminates the need for
radioactivity. Moreover, cytometric immunophenotype
analysis and quantitative ear thickness measurements
have been added. These additional endpoints provide a
% BrdU+: 6.23
comprehensive tiered testing strategy to provide better
quantitative and qualitative information regarding the
immunotoxic effects of various chemical compounds.
Proliferation of cells in the lymph node is represented as
Stimulation Index, which takes into account cell number
and incorporation of BrdU into proliferating cells. As in
the radioactive form of the LLNA, a Stimulation Index of 3
Proliferation is assessed by determining the incorporation of
or greater indicates a positive sensitizing response.
the thymidine analog bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) into the
DNA of LNCs using flow cytometric method.
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Procedural Outline:
1. Determine optimal vehicle for test article (solubility testing)
2. Conduct Dermal Irritation Pre-Screen to determine test concentrations
3. Dose ears once daily for 3 consecutive days
4. On Day 6, (2 day rest period) inject mice with BrdU
5. Sacrifice and isolate the auricular lymph nodes
6. Process/stain individual animals' lymph node cells (LNC)
8. Flow cytometric measurement of proliferation of LNC
9. Determine the Stimulation Index (S.I.) for each group
10. Calculate, if possible, the EC3 (Minimal Sensitizing Concentration)*
* Concentration at which SI = 3, the OECD and EPA criteria for positive sensitizers.

xes =
ea =
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RESULTS:

B220-PE

Increase in B220+ Lymphocytes Correlates with Sensitizers
but not False Positive Irritants

CD3-FITC
A major component of the FC-LLNA involves the routine inclusion of immunophenotype endpoints. It is
generally known that some irritants such as SLS can induce false positive responses in the standard radioactive
LLNA, erroneously identifying them as sensitizers. However, it is also known that these agents induce a major
alteration in the types of cells present in the auricular lymph node following treatment. Therefore,
immunophenotype analysis of the node would help identify these false positives (irritants) and increase
sensitivity and specificity of the assay.
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RESULTS:
Table 2: Dermal Sensitization Comparison by Test Method

*
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RESULTS:
Table 3: Comparative Evaluation of the Flow Cytometry-based LLNA

*
SUMMARY
We have developed a Flow Cytometry-based Local Lymph Node Assay (FC-LLNA) that is a significant improvement on the existing
radioactive LLNA (R-LLNA). In place of 3H-labeled thymidine, we measure LNC proliferation based on cell number and incorporation
of BrdU. Additional endpoints of the FC-LLNA definitively resolve false positive irritants from true dermal sensitizers (Delayed Type IV
Hypersensitivity).
Compared to the radioactive LLNA, our standard flow cytometry-based LLNA has 95% accuracy, 93% sensitivity, 100% specificity,
100% positive predicitivity and 88% negative predictivity. By using the added immunophenotyping (B cell and T cell subtypes) and
immunoactivation marker (IAK and CD69) endpoints of the enhanced assay, we are able to characterize false positive irritants,
including Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS) and Benzalkonium Chloride (BAC), as well as some weak human sensitizers including, Tween 80
and Resorcinol.

CONCLUSIONS
-- The LLNA can be conducted by flow cytometry and without radioactivity using the thymidine analog BrdU. For a large range of
chemicals, the FC-LLNA EC3 values were consistent with those reported in ICCVAM LLNA validation studies.
-- Ear swelling measurements assist in determining optimal or maximal dose ranges and in identifying false positive irritants, e.g. SLS.
-- Treatment with known sensitizers induces increases in B cells and concurrent decrease in T cells (elevated B:T ratio) in the nodes of
treated animals.
-- Immunophenotypic parameters such as %B220+, %CD3+, %CD69+ and %IAk+ in nodal cells are useful endpoints
The project described was supported by grant number R44-ES10234-02 from the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), NIH. Its contents are
solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the NIEHS, NIH.
Special thanks to BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA, for collaboration on this and other research projects at MB Research.
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